Background: Particle-tracking in 3D is an indispensable computational tool to extract critical information on dynamical processes from raw time-lapse imaging. This is particularly true with in vivo time-lapse fluorescence imaging in cell and developmental biology, where complex dynamics are observed at high temporal resolution. Common tracking algorithms used with time-lapse data in fluorescence microscopy typically assume a continuous signal where background, landscape keypoints and independently moving objects of interest are permanently visible. Under these conditions, simple registration and identity management algorithms can track the objects of interest over time. In contrast, here we consider the case of transient signals and objects whose movements are constrained within a tissue, where standard algorithms fail to provide robust tracking. Results: To optimize 3D tracking in these conditions, we propose the merging of registration and tracking tasks into a fuzzy registration algorithm to solve the identity management problem. We describe the design and application of such an algorithm, illustrated in the domain of plant biology and make it available as an open source software implementation. The algorithm is tested on mitotic events in 4D datasets obtained with light-sheet fluorescence microscopy on growing Arabidopsis thaliana roots expressing CYCB::GFP. We validate the method by comparing the algorithm performance against both surrogate data and manual tracking. Conclusion: This method fills a gap in existing tracking techniques, following mitotic events in challenging data-sets using transient fluorescent markers in un-registered images.
ratio. A very common set of circumstances in time-lapse imaging of plant tissues. 60 Due to its general strategy and features, we believe that the methodology proposed 61 might be readily applied to similar 4D datasets collected from other tissues. The identification of inliers in the experimental dataset described above is the key 66 challenge that we have tried to address, and should be understood as sitting between 67 a single particle tracking problem and a registration one. Single particle tracking 68 solutions may or may not require pre-registration. In the case that they do require 69 pre-registration, keypoint registration solutions may not be robust against lack of 70 guaranteed inliers. In the case where single-particle tracking methods are robust in 71 the absence of pre-registration, they typically emphasise individual object motion 72 models, which may not be optimal under certain data conditions i.e. transient events 73 in rigid structures and low signal-to-noise ratio across extended images sequences. 74 We treated the position, appearance and disappearance of transient objects as 75 a random spatial process. The frame-to-frame displacement of objects can be de- 76 scribed as a sum of two random variables: (1) large-scale movements of the tissue 77 within the field of view, due for example to growth of the structure itself or the 78 inability of the microscope to focus on a fixed point of the root tip over time;
(2) 79 small-scale fluctuations of the objects of interests within the tissue. 80 The main purpose of the algorithm is to find the large-scale movement, in spite 81 of the noisy, small-scale dynamics. The strategy adopted was to find point set 82 correspondences between the random process at time t and the random process 83 at time t ⌧ where ⌧ is a lag variable. Since here we consider the plant tissue as 84 "rigid" (a good approximation for small lags), in practice we only consider ⌧ = 1.
85
Objects that appear in both frames are called inliers and those that do not appear 86 in both frames are called outliers and cannot be linked by a global frame-frame 87 transformation. For example, outliers can be either debris, i.e. any object which is 88 determined not to be an object of interest, or could be an object of interest that 89 has just "exited" or "entered" the new frame. Any object outside the bounding box 90 will also be an outlier. 91 There are two main steps in the execution of the algorithm: (i) candidate trans-92 formations are generated from the data using one or more strategies and (ii) among 93 these candidates, the optimal transformation is chosen with respect to some objec-94 tive. Inliers are then mapped to each other by the chosen global transformation and, 95 in the linkage phase, identifiers (object labels) are propagated between the inliers in 96 each frame. Finally, new identifiers are generated for the outliers within the region 97 of interest. 98 Algorithm 1 provides a terse, high-level overview of the method. The key algorithm 99 stages, which amount to finding the best global transformation from the data, are 100 discussed below. In the understanding that some objects are outliers, we wish to find the best global 103 transformation that explains most of the point's correspondence. Consider sets of 104 Algorithm 1 Transient point cloud tracking algorithm *High-level description of algorithm using 1-indexing* *Standard geometry or data structure functions are lower camel case* *Other functions are explained in the main text* *Key tensor sets in bold font shorthand are understood from function calls* 1: results := {} 2: for i lag + 1, frameCount do 3:
U := frames(i) 4:
V := frames(i lag) 5:
uv := cartesianP ointP roduct(U, V ) 6: tr1 := translationsF or (uv) . For points, k=1 7:
ranked := Rank(tr1, U, V, epsilon) 8:
linkages := Apply(ranked, U, V, epsilon) 9:
kuv := Constellations(U, V, linkages, k) . constellation pairs 10:
trk := transf ormsF or(kuv) 11:
other := Priors(linkages, U, V ) 12:
transf orms := concatenate(tr1, trk, other)
13:
ranked := Rank(transf orms, U, V, epsilon) 14:
result := Apply(ranked, U, V, epsilon) 15:
results := concatenate(results, result) Let n be the number of k-constellations c i (t) sampled from U (t) and m be the 113 number of k-constellations c j (t 0 ) sampled from V (t ⌧ ). In general, for two tensors 114 M 1 and M 2 related by M 1 = AM 2 , the a ne transformation A can be uniquely 115 determined through a least squares method (this is, in general, over-determined).
116
Here, the transformation ij is the a ne transformation, taking the point set c i (t)
On lines 3-6 of Algorithm 1 the constellation are sampled in frames U and V and 119 translations are computed. Translations are then generated for each pair of points 120 and the translation taking a point in v 2 V to a point u 2 U is added to a list of 121 candidate transformations. For comparison with other stages, we think of points as 122 k-constellations with k = 1.
123
Constellation sampling (line 9) was preferably seeded with linkages found by trans-124 lations so that likely outliers are excluded from consideration. If a given translation 125 maps n points in U to n points in V , then these point-point pairings can be con- then be sampled from the L inlier objects that appear to be in both frames. These while the blue dots correspond to objects at the current time U (t). The blue circles with radius " correspond to the transformation of the set U (t) under the proposal transformation. The transformation score is the average capped distance to nearest neighbours.
can then be used to generate proposal a ne transformations, to provide a more 132 optimal fit than translations alone. tance " were considered. Each candidate transformation was applied to all points
We used a cost function
where nn V (Ũ i ) is the nearest neighbour position in V (t ⌧ ) to the projected point 150Ũ i . If the projected point had no nearest neighbour within a ball of radius ", the 151 capped distance " + 1 was attributed. This is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
152
The cost function will rank transformations by how well they explain the move-153 ment of the majority of points. If there are small di↵erences in scores, we may 154 prefer transformations that have the smallest displacement. For this reason, we can 155 regularise this cost function to add a penalty to larger displacements. We used computationally generated (surrogate) data to validate the tracking strat-172 egy against a known spatial transformation. Surrogate data must be representative 173 of the biological images intended to be tracked, and were generated respecting a 174 minimum object separation ". A number of parameters were introduced (Table   175 1) to determine how data are generated and the tracker was tested for di↵erent 176 points in the parameter space. The parameter n determines how many objects are 177 randomly and uniformly distributed and added to the set of points U . A random A second, independent, validation of our method was performed with a "lag test". We counted the number of objects where identifiers are in agreement between dif- (excluding single-frame detections) are compared with identifiers assigned by ⌧ : ⌧ 2 {2, 3} transformations for objects that are older than ⌧ . We counted 734 objects in a sample sequence. 42 ⇡ 6% showed lag1-2 disagreements and excluding these, 29 ⇡ 4% showed lag1-3 disagreements in specific frames. ferent lags ⌧ . For example we may expect the following equivalence
where, with an abuse of notation, ⌧ corresponds to propagation of object identifiers 223 using highest-scoring transformations at lag ⌧ . Figure 5 shows presents the results 224 of this test. Data filtering can be applied in a post-processing stage ( Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 ). The To allow for a fully automated routine that can cope with arbitrary datasets (in the 336 scope of our light-sheet microscopy datasets) the emphasis in the centroid detection 337 stage has been to avoid spurious centroid detections at the risk of under-sampling, 338 while optimising for objects to be identified for at least two frames somewhere 339 during the peak of their light intensity arc. 
Notes on algorithm assumptions
We consider the role of certain model assumptions in coping with variable and noisy 342 data.
Objects in the point cloud were expected to be separated by a minimum distance " Object position updates were treated as small Gaussian perturbations of a global transformation. If the position of an object is given as Transient events were expected to persist for a minimum number of frames greater 366 than or equal to 1. For our data the minimum number of frames is 2. Objects that 367 have been identified for less than 2 frames, termed single-frame detections, were 368 excluded from the tracking result. 
398
The current implementation contains significant "meta analysis" overhead. 
424
It should be noted that the described algorithm has not been optimised for large The narrow-band plot shows the region between the 95 th and 99 th percentile ranges of the image histogram. Notably, these values fluctuate dramatically. aggressive Gaussian smoothing (C) is used to find the largest connected component in the narrow band of the data corresponding to the region of activity in the root tip (D).
